Real world cases at your fingertips

Fostering the next generation of business
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SAGE has been supporting business and
management research for 50 years with
our top-rated Journals and Books. Known
for our quality content and cutting-edge,
innovative resources—researchers and
professionals alike trust us to provide
the tools they need to thrive in today’s
dynamic business environment.
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SAGE brings you six comprehensive
resources for every stage of research:
SAGE Business & Management. With
a variety of formats, including journals,
encyclopedias, handbooks, in-depth
reports, data, case studies, and video, our
products create a highly interactive, visual
experience that helps produce the next
generation of decidedly employable and
successful businesspeople.
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The first step in successful business research
More thorough than newspaper or magazine articles and
more timely than scholarly journals and reference works,
SAGE Business Researcher helps your researchers to see
key business and management issues in their proper context.
In addition to in-depth, timely and digestible reports about the most
important issues in business, SAGE Business Researcher delivers:
•	
Top 3 takeaways for quick topic understanding
•	
Discussion questions for easy integration into class instruction
•	
Downloadable data for additional first-hand analysis
•	
A chronological timeline, providing historical context of issues
•	
Expert pro/cons that provide both sides of issues
•	
Short articles on key related issues
•	
Links to further academic resources

...a useful addition to any collection supporting
undergraduate and graduate business, marketing,
and entrepreneurial programs, as well as to business
professionals and community college audiences.

Use Case
Course: Entrepreneurship
Degree Program: Bachelor of Business Administration
Description: A student group is writing a business plan for a
new venture of their choosing (and may ultimately use the same
presentation in a school-wide business plan competition). Throughout
the process, they consult SAGE Business Researcher for:
•	
Polishing up on key issues in certain industries in order to
choose the best industry (for their project)
•	
Grasping key cultural, economic and regulatory insights so
they can best position their plan in a market once they have
agreed on an idea

– Choice

businessresearcher.sagepub.com

The dynamic research data source
SAGE Stats enables users to mine current and projected
demographic and industry data series down to the ZIP
Code level. By harmonizing this carefully vetted data from
multiple sources into the same format, SAGE Stats allows
for quick downloads, comparisons, and visualizations—
providing power and context for researchers at all levels.
Featuring data from more than 250 private and public sources,
SAGE Stats provides:
•	
Nearly 14,000 data series covering U.S. geographies across 17 highinterest research areas and spanning as far back as 1969
•	
Harmonized, carefully-vetted data from multiple sources in the same format
•	
Powerful filtering tools that allow researchers to analyze data in novel
and useful ways

Highly Recommended. Undergraduates through
researchers/faculty; professionals/practitioners.

Users will be able to delve into business problems
such as:
•	
A student wants to write a plan for starting a home healthcare
business but needs to decide on a location—based on highlyspecific demographic and economic data.
•	
A student must identify and address a business problem
for an existing product. She needs projected demographic
statistics and current consumer spending trends to support
her proposed solution.

– Choice

data.sagepub.com

Real world cases at your fingertips
SAGE Business Cases is the first discipline-wide digital
collection tailored to library needs, providing campuswide access to cases and making discovery and research
easier outside of the traditional per-case purchase model.
Offered on SAGE Knowledge, these cases are integrated
with SAGE’s book, video and reference content, allowing
for a rich scholarly environment.

Both instructors and students will find SAGE's business
case database useful. Instructors will want to assign
cases from SAGE Business Cases, and students will
almost certainly find the wide depth and breadth of
the database useful for research purposes. Highly
recommended for academic and public libraries.
– American Reference Books Annual

2,500 CASES BY 2018!

In addition to SAGE’s proprietary and newly commissioned cases,
the collection includes cases from a growing list of world-renowned
institutions and associations:
• Yale School of Management, Yale University, USA
• Kellogg School of Management, Northwestern University, USA
• The Berkeley-Haas Case Series. University of California,
Berkeley. Haas School of Business, USA
• Cambridge Judge Business School, University of Cambridge, UK
• The Eugene D. Fanning Center for Business Communication,
Mendoza College of Business, University of Notre Dame, USA
• Tsinghua University School of Economics and Management, China
• Institute for the Study of Diplomacy, Georgetown University, USA
• Wits Business School, University of Witwatersrand, South Africa
• The Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (IIMA), India
• Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), USA
• Graziadio School of Business and Management,
Pepperdine University, USA

Use Case
Course: Social Entrepreneurship
Description: A student’s mid-term project is to create a venture
proposal for a fictional green business startup. She consults with
SAGE Business Cases to:
•	
Explore best practices in social enterprise formation, scaling,
and social impact measurement
•	
Study the successes and failures of specific businesses and
innovative entrepreneurs

sk.sagepub.com/cases

Bringing teaching, learning and research to life
Rising steadily across all disciplines, the use of video in the
classroom is a critical way of clarifying concepts and inspiring
students. The SAGE Video Business & Management
Collection is designed to elevate the teaching, learning, and
research experience. Consisting of over 143 hours of video,
80% exclusive to SAGE, this collection allows students to
see how business experts and practitioners solve real-world
problems and achieve academic and professional success.

454 VIDEOS,
143+ HOURS

Topics Covered:
•	
Business Ethics & Corporate Social Responsibility
•	
Human Resource Management
•	
International Business & Management
•	Leadership
•	
Marketing
•	
Organization Studies
• Entrepreneurship
•	
Strategic Management
•	
Research Methods for Business & Management
• Healthcare Management
• Public and Non-Profit Management
• Other Management Specialties

With good audio and visual components, the SAGE
Video Business and Management Collection provides
worthwhile film for business research. This database will
be best used by students seeking both introductory and
advanced information on business and management.
This collection of films will also be useful to businesses
seeking to enhance staff training. Recommended.

– American Reference Books Annual

sk.sagepub.com/video

Your gateway to world class journal research

The ultimate social sciences online library

SAGE Journals’ Management & Organizational Studies
Collection includes access to the full text of over 90 peerreviewed journals, equaling 48,000+ articles. 43 titles in this
package are JCR ranked; such as the Journal of Management,
Human Relations, and Family Business Review.

SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library
for students, researchers, and faculty. This unique platform
provides a visually enhanced user experience, allowing for
content discoverability and a better research experience. The
Business & Management Collection brings together first-rate,
authoritative reference works, academic books, professional
development titles and more – creating the perfect place to
start research on key business topics.

For more information, visit us at sagepub.com/journals

For more information, visit us at sagepub.com/knowledge

journals.sagepub.com

sk.sagepub.com

research
like a
boss

the difference
between
search and
research
For help with your research visit
journals.sagepub.com/students
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Ask us how we can help you integrate these products
into your collections with customizable posters,
bookmarks, presentation slides, introduction emails,
and much more!
For more information contact your regional sales representative below:
United States and Canada:
librarysales@sagepub.com

Asia-Pacific: Rosalia da Garcia
apac-librarysales@sagepub.co.uk

Europe, the Middle East and Africa:
sagepub.co.uk/contact-your-sales-rep

Latin America North & the Caribbean:
Efren Ricardez
efren.ricardez@sagepub.com

South Asia: Mukesh Jain
mukesh.jain@sagepub.co.uk

Latin America South & Brazil:
Bruno Machado
bruno.machado@sagepub.com

Request a free 30-day
trial to any product
featured in this catalog

sagepub.com/BandM

